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Abstract 
WiFi networks, which have been widely used along with the explosive increases in the 

supply of smartphones, can provide high network speeds but cannot prevent user information 
spills though rogue Access Points (APs). Therefore, the present paper proposes a method to 
exchange SSL session keys through more secure 3G networks to be used in WiFi networks in 
order to prevent such spills. In the proposed method, only those session keys to be used in 
SSLs are exchanged through 3G networks, and the remaining application data is transferred 
through WiFi networks. Therefore, attacks by rogue APs can be prevented with sufficient use 
of the speedy and efficient WiFi networks. 
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1. Introduction 

Along with the explosive increase in smartphones, users have come to install Access 
Points (APs) that enable easy and fast wireless access to the Internet at home or a place 
of business without any restrictions [1, 2, 9, 10]. However, as some wireless APs have 
been imprudently installed and used, the personal information of users with insufficuent 
security consciousness has come to be easily spilled by malicious users. In particular, 
rogue APs that are installed by attackers with a view to obtaining users' confidential 
information have become great threats to wireless Internet security [12]. 

A method that can be commonly used in web services to prevent hackers' attacks on 
WiFi networks with low security is encrypting the data exchanged in HTTP protocols 
using Secure Socket Layers (SSLs) to ensure data confidentiality in communication. 
However, even when SSLs are used, users' confidential information can be easily 
extracted using Man in the Middle (MITM) attacks: that is, making rogue APs, using a 
laptop with a wireless interface installed and seizing the information of users who use 
those APs. [3] Therefore, recently, studies to detect and block rogue APs have been 
actively conducted in order to prevent these security hazards. [4] However, this method 
has problems, because it involves additional overheads, since in order to detect rogue 
APs, wireless packets should be analyzed and AP lists should be managed, and even 
when these additional overheads have been added, rogue APs have not been perfectly 
detected [11-12]. 

Therefore, unlike previous studies that focused on on the detection and blocking of 
rogue APs, the present study proposes a method to make SSLs more secure when data is 
transferred even without detecting rogue APs. The proposed method is to exchange SSL 
session keys through 3G networks, which are more secure than WiFi networks. Then, it 
uses WiFi networks with the exchanged session keys so that data can be transferred 
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securely though WiFi networks even without detecting rogue APs. Therefore, 
communcation can become secure and fast when the proposed method is used, since 
MITM attacks can be effectively blocked. 
 
2. Background and Related Work 

WiFi networks provide mobility and convenience to users by enabling wireless 
communication. However, they are vulnerable to hacking and information spills, 
because they provide open wireless communication. To make up for this weakness, web 
service data can be encrypted for confidentiality using SSLs in HTTPS protocols, as 
shown in Figure 1 [12]. 

 

 
Figure 1. SSL Protocol Architecture 

SSLs are protocols that create security connections between clients and servers to 
encrypt the data being exchanged so that malicious attackers cannot see the data in 
communication links. To ensure this confidentiality, clients and servers using SSLs 
exchange authentication keys and encrypt data with the exchanged authentication keys 
before transferring the data. However, recently, attack methods have been found that 
enable malicious rogue APs to illegally decrypt encrypted user data by manipulating, in 
the middle between clients and servers, the process through which authentication keys 
are transferred. Figure 2 shows a scenario that demonstrates this vulnerable point of 
SSLs. As can be seen from the figure, a rogue AP serves the role of a proxy in the 
middle of a client and a server, requesting the server for authentication keys to be used 
by the rouge APs and sending counterfeit authentication keys created by the rogue AP 
to the client. Thereafter, the client encrypts data using the counterfeit authentication 
keys transferred by the rogue AP, and thus the rogue AP can decrypt the data in the 
middle [12]. 

As such, if rogue APs are used, weak points in security can be used to hack important 
user data even when SSLs are used. To prevent this, many studies have been conducted 
on methods to detect rogue APs. Representative studied methods include methods to 
detect rogue APs through an AP authentication server [5], methods to detect rogue APs 
through traffic analysis [6], and methods to detect rogue APs through comparisons of 
server authentication certificates [7, 12]. 
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Figure 2. Rogue APs’ Attacking Method [12] 

Rogue AP detection methods using a radius authentication server [5] reinforce 
security by storing the MAC addresses of authenticated APs in an authentication server 
and blocking those APs for which the users have not been registered in the 
authentication server. However, these methods are disadvantageous, in that the MAC 
addresses of APs that may be registered in the authentication server must be 
periodically maintained and managed, and none of the public APs that have not been 
maintained and managed can be used. In addition, these methods cannot detect rogue 
APs that have reproduced even the MAC addresses. Second, some methods [6] detect 
rogue APs by analyzing the characteristics of the traffic in routers. These methods scan 
the source IP address and source port number of the transferred data and judge whether 
the source host is an authenticated host or a rogue AP by analyzing the characteristics 
of wireless and wired packets. However, these methods are disadvantageous too, in that 
to detect and block rogue APs, a traffic analysis module should be installed in each 
router device, and information should be collected and analyzed every time through the 
traffic analysis module. Finally, there is a method to detect rogue APs by receiving a 
server’s authentication keys through more secure networks such as 3G networks and 
comparing them with authentication keys received through WiFi networks [7]. This 
method is the most similar to the method proposed in the present paper. In this method, 
when the authentication keys of a server received through heterogeneous networks are 
different from each other, the AP used in the relevant WiFi network is judged to be a 
rogue AP and is not used. However, if an AP received through a WiFi network is 
judged to be a rogue AP, the WiFi network, which is fast, will not used anymore, and 
thus network efficiency will be decreased. On the contrary, in the case of our method, 
since authentication keys securely received by 3G networks are immediately used again 
in WiFi networks, WiFi networks can be securely utilized without detecting rogue APs 
that may be inaccurate while requiring large overheads [12]. 
 
3. Proposed Method 

3G networks such as WCDMA provide user authentication security, network access 
control, data and signaling protection, and data integrity between users’ USIMs and 
base stations [8]. Therefore, 3G networks that use base stations maintained and 
managed by mobile service providers can be said to provide much higher security than 
WiFi networks that use APs arbitrarily installed without any centralized control. In the 
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present paper, a method is proposed that can solve rogue AP-related security problems 
by exchanging SSL session keys to be used in WiFi networks through 3G networks 
when web services are provided through SSLs. In the proposed method, users can 
employ WiFi networks more securely and efficiently, even without detecting rogue 
APs. 

 

 
Figure 3. SSL Handshake Protocol 

The proposed method exchanges session keys used in SSLs through 3G networks and 
reuses the exchanged session keys in WiFi networks in order to prevent MITM attacks 
by rogue APs. These SSL session keys are exchanged through SSL handshake 
protocols. A handshake protocol consists of Hello, Certificate, Key, and Finished 
message exchange procedures, as shown in Figure 3. In the protocol, if the client and 
server have not yet shared the session key, the session ID field in the Client Hello 
message will be set to 0 and delivered to the server. Then, the server will create a 
session ID and deliver it to the client through a Server Hello message. Thereafter, the 
server will share the session key with the client through the handshake protocol. If the 
client and the server have already shared a session key, the client will deliver the 
session ID through a Client Hello message to use the session key shared earlier. 
Therefore, the present paper provides a secure and fast communication method in rogue 
AP environments, since handshake protocols are implemented using 3G networks when 
session keys are shared, and the session keys created are reused in WiFi networks. 
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Figure 4. Flowchart of Proposed Method 

The proposed method can be implemented in smart devices through network 
interface switching without changing SSL, 3G network, or WiFi network standards. 
Figure 4 shows a flowchart of the proposed communication method. If the use of any 
SSL is detected during wireless communication, the client will check if there has been 
any valid session ID created previously. If there is no valid session ID, the user will set 
the network interface to 3G network and follow SSL handshake procedures to obtain a 
valid session key and ID from the server. Thereafter, the user will switch the network 
interface to the WiFi network and encrypt the data through the session key shared with 
the valid session ID. Through these processes, the SSL authentication session key will 
be securely exchanged, and rogue APs will not be able to use MITM attacks to access 
any of data transferred through the WiFi network. 
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Figure 5. Browser Architecture for the Proposed Method 

 
Figure 6. Sequence Diagram for Proposed Method 

Figure 5 shows the browser architecture for implementing the proposed method. The 
Load&View (LV) module serves the role of showing the data received from a server 
through page loading on the screen, and the SSL module implements the SSL protocol. 
The Network Interface (NI) module serves the role of switching network interfaces to 
3G or WiFi. The Session Management (SM) module is a core module for implementing 
the proposed method. It detects whether SSLs are used in browsers and issues 
commands to the NI module requesting a check of network interface statuses or 
switching network interfaces in accordance with the flowchart described earlier. 
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Figure 6, as a sequence diagram, shows the mutually exchanging actions of the four 
modules in the browser architecture described earlier. 
 
4. Performance Evaluation 

Figure 7 shows the results of an implementation of the proposed method. It can be 
seen that 3G networks are activated for key exchanges when the device logs in at the 
homepage http://www.naver.co.kr and that the device is connected to WiFi networks 
later when it receives data. 
 

 
Figure 7. Example of Implemented Browser 

Next, network performances were measured through actual experiments when the 
proposed method, a 3G network only, and WiFi network only were used. To this end, 
first, the performances were measured using a Samsung Galaxy S2 smartphone when 
the speeds of the 3G and WiFi networks were Low, Middle, and High, separately. Then, 
2.6MB of experimental data was collected from two services, Facebook and Gmail, to 
measure the network performance in each environment. 

Table 1 shows data loading times taken to receive 2.6 MB of data from Facebook at 
each network speed. As can be seen in the figure, WiFi Only shows the best 
performance in all sections, while 3G Only shows the poorest performance. The 
proposed method shows performances in between the performances of 3G Only and 
WiFi Only, because the proposed method exchanges SSL handshake data through 3G 
networks and application data through WiFi networks. In particular, the reason why 
these differences in performance appear, despite that the amount of SSL handshake data 
is much smaller compared to application data, is that the interface switching time 
between 3G and WiFi networks - 5 seconds in total (two instances of 2.5 seconds per 
time) is included. However, since the switching time varies with the kind of smart 
devices and will keep decreasing along with technical development, it is expected that 
the proposed method will be able to show gradually improving performances. 
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Table 1. Data Loading Time with Three Network Speeds 

 Low Middle High 

WiFi 1,284 
KB/s 

2,156 
KB/s 

3,086 
KB/s 

3G 260 KB/s 300 KB/s 468 KB/s 
WiFi Only 2.12s 1.26s 0.88s 
3G Only 10.45s 9.06s 5.81s 

Proposed (5sec) 7.13s 6.27s 5.89s 
 

Figure 8 shows data loading times in relation to network interface switching times 
that are different by smart device. As can be seen through the figure, the loading time of 
the proposed method decreases greatly as the switching time decreases. 
 

 
Figure 8. Loading Time 

 
Figure 9. Average Page Loading Time 
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The proposed method requires network switching time only for the initial SSL 
connection, because after negotiating an SSL authentication key through initial 
switching, no more switching to 3G networks is necessary when using the relevant 
service. Figure 9 shows average page loading times by the number of pages. As can be 
seen from the figure, when 10 pages of data are loaded at a time, the initial network 
switching time occupies a large portion of the entire loading time, and thus the 
proposed method shows a poorer performance than 3G Only or WiFi Only. However, 
the proposed method is affected less by the initially spent network switching time as the 
number of loading pages increases, and thus application data increases. Therefore, the 
proposed method’s performance becomes similar to that of WiFi Only as the amount of 
data increases.  
 
4. Conclusion 

The present paper proposes a method to communicate more securely while utilizing 
the efficiency of WiFi networks. The method exchanges session keys to be used in 
SSLs through 3G networks, which are more secure than WiFi networks and uses the 
keys in WiFi networks for transferring application data. So, through only simple 
network switching and no additional overhead for detecting rogue APs, the proposed 
method utilizes fast WiFi networks more securely where rogue APs may exist. For the 
future work, we will fully implement our proposed method into the popular web 
browsers in smartphones such as safari and chrome. 
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